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Zhuang, Aigeldinger to attend Harvard
By Laney Lawrence

Staff Writer
 With the lowest acceptance 
rate across the nation at only 
about five percent, Harvard has 
proven to be one of the most 
competitive Ivy League schools. 
Each year, only about 2,000 
students are accepted to the 
academically demanding school. 
However, seniors Ashley Zhuang 
and Elisabeth Aigeldinger were 
accepted into the prestigious 
school and will begin 
attending Harvard in the fall. 
 Zhuang had plans to apply 
for Harvard, MIT and Caltech 
in the beginning of her senior 
year. She chose to apply to 
Harvard because of the school’s 
impressive physics program. 
While attending Harvard, Zhuang 
will be majoring in physics 
with either a minor or double-
major in computer science. 
 Zhuang also plans to take 
machine learning courses at MIT. 
Although she is a STEM major, 
she has interest in classes such 
as philosophy and linguistics.

 At the time decisions for 
Harvard applications were 
set to be released, Zhuang 
was attending a friend’s 
varsity tennis match. She 
logged on to her application 
portal and saw the phrase, 
“Congratulations.” At that 
point, Zhuang said to her friend, 
“Oh cool, I got into Harvard.” 
 She then contacted her 
parents who supported her 
with enthusiasm, and received 
a congratulatory call from her 
brother. Zhuang also contacted 
the teachers who had written  
letters of recommendation 
for her, saying that she would 
not have gotten where she 
is without their support.
 While attending Harvard, 
Zhuang is most excited to meet 
the other people attending the 
Ivy League school. “Why I 
ended up choosing Harvard 
was for the diverse interests and 
talents in the student body, and 
I hope to have good discussions 
with and be able to learn a lot 
from my peers,” said Zhuang. 
 Zhuang enjoys participating 

in a variety of clubs and other 
extracurricular activities. 
Currently, she is co-president 
for the Cyber Security Club, 
vice president of the Math Club 
and she participates in Hip Hop 
Club, Science Bowl and Girls 
Who Code. Zhuang is also the 
senior class vice president. 
 While attending Harvard, 
Zhuang plans on joining 
the Break Dancing Club. “I 
don’t have any break dancing 
experience, but I think it’d be 
really awesome to learn, and no 
experience is required to join,” 
said Zhuang. Additionally, 
she appreciates that the club 
has established a tight-knit 
community. She would also like 
to join the Harvard Expressions 
Dance Company to continue 
her passion for hip hop.
 Zhuang sets high academic 
expectations for herself, which 
pushes her to work hard in 
school. “If I don’t work hard, 
I just feel like I’m wasting my 
potential to succeed and do my 
best. So I always strive to reach 
my goals and fulfill my potential 

in order to not get that feeling of ‘I 
could’ve done it, but I just didn’t 
try hard enough,’” said Zhuang.
 Elisabeth Aigeldinger, up 
until her junior year, had plans 
to attend college in Germany. 
However, after she became 
interested in a career in the 
Navy and her SAT scores were 
high enough to receive the Navy 
ROTC scholarship, Aigeldinger 
decided to apply for Harvard.

 Upon her acceptance 
into the Ivy League school, 
Aigeldinger could not contain 
her excitement. She said she 
sat down for a second or so, 
completely in shock, before 
she started jumping up and 
down and expressing her 
enthusiasm. “Needless to say, I 
was ecstatic!” said Aigeldinger.
 For all four years of high 

See Harvard, page 6
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Seniors Elisabeth Aigeldinger and Ashley Zhuang will be attending 
Harvard University in the fall.

Principal Daley moving to Rocklin, VP Hart stepping up
By Rebecca Bauman

Editor-in-Chief
 As the 2018-2019 school 
year comes to a close, PJ 
Daley will be leaving Granada 
after three years as principal. 
 Daley was a vice principal 
at Granada from 2010 to 2013 
before he was promoted to 

principal at Altamont Creek 
Elementary School. Even 
though “it was exciting to have 
a promotion,” he said that he 
missed Granada. After three 
years at the elementary school, 
the principal position opened 
up at Granada, which Daley 
was “very excited” to fill. 
 “It’s very bittersweet to be 

leaving,” he said. When he moved 
from San Jose to Livermore 12 
years ago, he wanted to start 
a family with his wife. Since 
then, he has had two children. 
 Now, the family is buying a 
house in Rocklin, which is east 
of Sacramento. At an hour and 
a half away from Livermore, it 
would have been a hard commute, 
so Daley has interviewed for 
both principal and district office 
positions closer to Rocklin.
 Over the last few years, 
Daley has made some changes. 
The administration revised ASE 
during his first year, moving it 
from the middle of the day to 
before school. Additionally, he 
said he “re-invigorated and re-
did the PRIDE Program, looking 
at ways to incorporate that in 
classrooms (and) lunch areas.” 
His goal with the program is 
to “increase awareness of a 
common language of student 
behavior and expectations.”
 Daley said that he is proud of 
the school’s Western Association 
of Schools and Colleges (WASC) 

accreditation, which shows 
that Granada has successful, 
purposeful learning goals with 
a focus on improvement. “Our 
WASC visit this year (was) …  
just a testament to all the hard 
work teachers put in,” he said. 
 Similarly, he appreciates 
the multitude of opportunities 
students have to become active 
on campus. “No matter what 
students are interested in, I 
feel like between our course 
offerings, clubs, athletic 
programs, music and theater … 
there’s pretty much something 
for everyone,” he said.
 One of Daley’s favorite 
aspects of student involvement 
on campus is homecoming. He 
said he will especially miss the 
skits, which he live-streamed 
when he was at Altamont Creek.
 Daley explained that 
his time at Granada has 
allowed him to gain “a ton 
of experience.” He said he 
has learned key management 
skills from interacting with 
150 staff members, 2,300 

Photo by Jennifer Advincula
Although Principal PJ Daley (middle) is moving to Rocklin, his programs 
will continue with current Vice Principal Matthew Hart (left), who was 
chosen by LVJUSD to be the next principal. 

students and 4,000 parents, as 
well as organizing numerous 
budgets and facilities.
 Matthew Hart, the class of 
2019’s vice principal, was chosen 
to be Granada’s next principal. 
 “I’ve been at Granada for a 
long time, and I love working 
here, so it made sense when 
the opportunity arose for me 
to apply for the position,” Hart 
said. He was an English teacher 
at Granada for 16 years before 
becoming a vice principal at 
Joe Mitchell. However, after a 
year at the K-8 school, he chose 
to come back to Granada as a 
vice principal, a position he has 
filled for the last three years. 
 In the coming year, Hart 
said he wants to “continue the 
work that Mr. Daley and the 
administration team have done 
over the past three years … to 
support our students and staff.” 
 “I’m excited for next 
year, but also sad to see Mr. 
Daley leave. He did great 
work for this school and I’m 
going to miss him,” Hart said.
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By Eleanor Hu
Staff Writer

 Every student has an opinion 
on group projects. Some love 
the level of creativity that can 
be achieved when there are 
multiple people working on 
a single assignment, and the 
way discussion between group 
members sparks new ideas. 
Others hate how the entire 
workload often falls on a single 
student, yet every member 
receives the same grade, with no 
consideration to his or her amount 
of contribution. Group projects 
have so much potential, but nine 
times out of ten, they’re a failure.
 The idea behind group 
projects is that they build 
characteristics employers seek 
out when they are hiring: the 
ability to work with others to 
solve a problem. The issue is 
that many teachers fail to realize 
their students may never have 
been taught how to work together.
 In 2017, the Program for 
International Student Assessment 
released the first world-wide test 
of students’ collaborative skills, 
which showed that U.S. students 
knew how to give information 

and ask for clarification in a 
group setting, but they could 
not handle complex problems, 
mediate group conflicts or 
evaluate their teammates’ work.
 In order for group projects to 
be successful, two changes are 
necessary. The first is that students 
need to be equipped with the skill 
set they’ll need in order to find 
success in working with others. 
The second necessary change is 
that teachers need to alter their 
grading policies; they should base 
scores on how well students share 
information, address conflict and 
identify roles team members are 
taking on, in addition to grading 
on how well the team achieves 
the goal of the assignment.
 If group projects are 
about building collaboration, 
grades should be based on 
collaboration. If they aren’t, why 
is a group project being assigned?
 Once these changes are 
made, group projects can greatly 
benefit all sorts of students. 
An elementary school in Stony 
Brook, New York, has developed 
a program where students 
participate in active, group-
based projects every day, in 
every single subject. The students 

miss less school and have higher 
test scores than their peers, 
which Principal Christopher 
Chew attributes to the projects.
 “There is direct instruction that 
takes place, but the work is being 
driven by the students’ passion 
and their ability to collaborate 
with each other,” Chew said. 
This collaboration is key to the 
success of this program. Students 
are taught how to work with 
each other before they actually 
begin working with each other.
 In addition, for group work 
to be successful, there have to be 
better methods for grading. Art 

Graesser, a psychology professor 
at the University of Memphis 
in Tennessee, suggested that 
teachers set up problems where 
students with different skill sets 
must come together to solve a new 
problem and produce something. 
“It’s very visible when you create 
something. Each person has to do 
their part or else it doesn’t work.”
 “It’s important as a teacher to 
establish a (collaborative) culture 
... so that students develop some 
trust and appreciation for each 
other’s abilities and skill sets. It 
sets the tone for them being able 
to do more with their projects 

and teams,” said Diane Lowe, a 
curriculum director for math and 
science in the Texarkana, Arkansas 
school district. The district has 
adopted project-based learning 
in their curriculum and has been 
experiencing very positive results.
 Group projects can be 
extremely valuable, but the 
right changes need to be made 
for them to achieve as much 
success as possible. Students 
need to learn how to work with 
one another, and they must be 
graded on how they collaborate, 
in addition to being graded on 
the actual quality of their project.
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By Nathan Canilao
Sports Editor

 The Kanye effect is alive and 
well. The star rapper, fashion 
designer and producer has been 
starting trends since he first 
burst onto the scene. Whether 
it is music, fashion or just the 
outlandish things he says, the 

rapper is often credited for 
starting the world’s hottest trends.
 All but one of Kanye’s 
albums have been platinum or 
better, and each album has made 
a profound effect on the hip hop 
community. He was one of the 
first rappers to sample soul beats. 
Before Kanye, there was no one 
in the music industry making 

songs from old soul songs.
 In November 2008, Kanye 
released his controversial album 
808 & Heartbreak, in which he 
used auto-tune in the majority 
of the songs on the album. The 
hip hop community frowned 
upon the album at first, claiming 
that it didn’t resemble hip hop, 
but as time passed the album 
was considered a classic. The 
album is an inspiration for 
many of the young rappers 
today as they have shifted to 
using more and more auto-tune.
 Kanye was not the first 
rapper to talk about mental 
issues, but he did make the 
topic more mainstream. Before 
Kanye, it was rare to find a 
rapper who talked about mental 
health, but now rappers such 
as the late XXXTentacion, 
Drake, Kendrick Lamar, 
Kid Cudi and others have 
songs discussing their own 
struggles with mental health.   
 Even though you might not 
always agree with Kanye, he 
is one of the first rappers who 
talked about politics openly 
without fear of repercussion. 
He publicly criticized former 
President George W. Bush after 

Hurricane Katrina, praised 
and chastised former President 
Barack Obama and has proudly 
backed President Donald Trump. 
 On many occasions he is 
not shy to share his opinions 
on politics. Whenever he gets 
a public platform, he voices 
what he believes and what 
he stands for. His Twitter 
page is filled with political 
commentary and his opinion 
on where the country stands.
 However, Kanye is most 
famous for his role as a 
trailblazer in the world of 
fashion. His clothing line, 
“Yeezy,” has made millions of 
dollars around the world and has 
many people waiting in line for 
hours for his exclusive clothing.
 His Yeezy shoe was the 
first of its kind. No rapper has 
ever come out with his own 
line of exclusive shoes like 
Kanye has. His Yeezy shoes 
have people camping out 
for days on end just to get a 
chance to get an exclusive pair.
 Kanye’s influence in fashion 
has even had an impact on brand 
name stores such as H&M, 
Forever 21, Zara and many more. 
When he released his infamous 

Group work needs changes to reach full potential

Kanye West’s cultural influence remains strong
ripped clothing line, many of 
these big stores released their 
own version of ripped clothing at 
a much lower price. The clothing 
was almost identical except 
for the fact that it didn’t have 
the Yeezy clothing stamp on it.
 Kanye has also started 
his own Sunday service that 
includes real pastors and priests 
that come and give sermons to a 
crowd that is mostly invite only. 
He began with only performing 
his own music, but as many 
more celebrities caught on to 
the service, they volunteered to 
perform at the service as well.
 High-profile artists Sia and 
Travis Scott, as well as some 
of the top choirs in the country 
came to perform at the service, 
in addition to Kanye himself. 
He was able to bring so many 
artists together to perform for 
one service, demonstrating 
his incredible influence.  
 West’s influence has 
been felt in more ways than 
people can imagine. He most 
likely will continue to have a 
significant influence on music 
and fashion, but many also 
expect Kanye to dive into 
something new in the future. 

nytimes.com
High-profile artists such as Sia and Travis Scott, as well as Kanye West 
himself, have performed at West’s Sunday church services. West  
recently held an Easter Sunday service at the Coachella music festival.
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Matador on the Street: Where do you see yourself in 20 years? 
By Pomegranate Staff

Sheena Patricia Veloria, 
Senior
“I see myself married 
with two kids living in a 
tropical place with my 
family — hopefully in 
Hawaii. I would love to 
be an event planner and 
home interior designer.”

Benjamin Hatch, 
Senior
“I see myself as a father of 
two who drives a Tesla and 
is an avid outdoorsman.”

Adrianna Ramirez, 
Senior
“I see myself owning 
a video game design 
company.”

Owen Dawson, 
Senior
“I’ll be a Country Club 
Dad.”

Lauren Pretto, 
Senior
“Working for a major 
film corporation as a 
screenwriter, story board 
writer, or director.”

American politicians promote plan for free college

Increase in variety of electives would benefit students

 The glaring 
hurdle of “free 
college” is 
d e t e r m i n i n g 
how to pay for 
it. Sanders and 
Warren have 
suggested that new 
taxes, particularly 
ones targeting the 
top one percent, 
could help offset 
the cost. Both 
have also accepted 
that taxes alone 
cannot fund 
those programs.
 That said, 
there are more 
f i n a n c i a l l y 
realistic options to aid students. 
Laws that lower interest rates 
on student debt or strengthen 
debt payment programs could 
benefit the 15 million students 
already struggling with debt, as 

well as future students, without 
a trillion-dollar price tag. 
 Sanders’ campaign website 
claims that “Every young person, 
regardless of their family income, 
should have the opportunity to 

attend college.”  
 W a r r e n ’ s 
campaign website 
similarly states, 
“We should 
treat higher 
education like 
our public school 
s y s t e m — f r e e 
and accessible to 
all Americans.”
 While these 
ideas are enticing 
in theory, it is 
idealistic to think 
that “every young 
person” and 
“all Americans” 
should have equal 
access to college-

level education. Reduced costs 
for higher education would also 
strengthen its appeal, and lead to a 
surge of new student applications, 
with more competition for 
openings at universities.

 Private universities would 
also be impacted by “free 
college.” Competing with 
public schools’ reduced prices 
would force many institutions 
to close down, resulting in job 
losses for thousands of faculty.
Further, as more students pursue 
and obtain college degrees, some 
fields will become oversaturated. 
Higher paying positions will 
be easily filled, leaving many 
with lower-income jobs that 
they are overqualified for. 
 One in four college graduates 
earn no more than the average 
high school graduate, according 
to theatlantic.com. By making 
higher education more available, 
college degrees will be devalued 
and the workforce will expand 
in an unproductive manner.
 Universal free public 
college may sound like a 
good idea, but, in practice, it 
is illogical and impractical. 

By Laney Lawrence
Staff Writer

 In addition to mandatory 
classes required in middle and 
high school, such as math, 
science, English and history, 
students are also asked to choose 
elective classes to add to their 
schedule. These additional classes  
often focus on an interesting topic 
and usually do not require a lot 
of extra work outside of class.
 In the past, electives such as 
home economics or shop classes 
provided basic life skills where 
students would learn to sew, use 
power tools or change oil in a 
car. However, these classes are 
slowly dwindling in today’s age. 
 Many blame a shortage of 
qualified teachers to instruct these 
classes, while others say these 
type of life skill classes are slowly 
being cut from school curriculums 
due to budget cuts, but also due 
to an increased student interest in 
higher level AP and IB classes.
 Additionally, parents often 

discourage their children from 
selecting elective classes their 
child won’t be good at or 
may not get a good grade in. 
However, it ultimately should 
be a student’s choice which 
elective they will take based 
on their own personal interests.
 Marybeth Kravets, 
college consultant and 
former College Admission 
Counseling President, 
said that colleges look 
for “the core curriculum, 
but they also like to see ... 
depth in the overall high 
school experience.” This 
depth includes a variety 
of elective classes that challenge 
a student and push them to step 
outside of their comfort zone.
 Additionally, electives such 
as art, music and computer 
programming can create a “richer 
learning experience” for students 
while also breaking up their 
intense and rigorous schedules, 
according to Laurie Futterman 
of the Miami Herald. Preparing 

for life after high school takes 
perseverance and dedication, but 
elective classes can help students 
develop interests and showcase 
their passion and abilities.
 However, over the last two 
decades, major cuts have been 
made to middle and high school 

P.E. and elective programs. 
In the past, high schools had 
always offered a rich diversity 
of elective class opportunities. 
With the rise of new curriculum 
standards, arguments are being 
made as to what classes students 
should be required to take, and 
at what point in a student’s 
education, said Futterman.
 Elective classes can 

additionally break up a student’s 
otherwise bleak day, encouraging 
students’ attendance at school. 
Without these interesting 
classes in a student’s schedule, 
there may not be anything that 
motivates them to attend school 
and further their education. 

      According to Orinda 
Academy, “Students 
are more engaged in 
electives and tend 
to do better in these 
classes, which helps 
to boost GPAs. In 
addition, balancing an 
arduous college prep 
curriculum with elective 

classes can increase students’ 
commitment to school overall.”
 In her article “Making the 
grade: importance of electives,” 
Whitney Dorband said that visual 
arts classes help strengthen visual 
learners, P.E. elective classes 
strengthen kinesthetic learners 
and music classes strengthen oral 
learners. Additionally, compiled 
SAT data showed that students 

with academic experience in 
music scored higher both in 
math and verbal categories.
 School funding depends on 
the city, state and federal budgets. 
In her article “Decreasing 
Public High School Elective 
Programs,” Grace Chen showed 
how vulnerable electives classes 
are. When school funding is 
decreased, electives are the 
first classes to go. “To provide 
students with greater elective 
opportunities, each school 
community must have local 
financial support,” said Futterman.
 Over the years, there has 
been a slow but steady decline 
in the variety of elective classes 
in middle and high schools. 
With the loss of these elective 
classes and a possible decline 
in attendance, we could see a 
different trend down the road.
 In the future, the hope is to 
see elective classes play a larger 
part in middle and high school 
curriculums once again, enriching 
a student’s learning experience.

By Rebecca Bauman
Editor-in-Chief

 As 2020 Democratic 
candidates vie for attention 
leading up to the primaries, 
many have signaled their support 
for “free college.” Each has 
a different approach: Bernie 
Sanders has promised to make 
public college tuition free, 
while Julián Castro has shown 
support for “debt-free” college. 
Elizabeth Warren combines 
their proposals, calling for the 
cancellation of up to $50,000 
in student loan debt and free 
college for everyone in a program 
that would cost roughly $1.25 
trillion over ten years, according 
to her campaign website.
 However, each of their 
proposed policies are unrealistic 
and, if carried out, could 
negatively impact higher 
education and the workforce. 

Presidential hopeful Elizabeth Warren calls for a cancellation of 
$50,000 in student loan debt and free college for select students.

“To provide students with greater 
elective opportunities, each 
school community must have 

local financial support.”
— Laurie Futterman

businessinsider.com
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All American follows high 
school football player Spencer 
James, who transfers from 
a tough inner city school in 
Crenshaw, California, to a white-
collar powerhouse high school 
in Beverly Hills. The show 
documents his struggles to fit in 
and find success on and off the 
field while also maintaining his 
relationships at his old school. 
Season 2 is set to release on 
The CW in October 2019.

The Jonas Brothers released two 
singles: “Sucker” and “Cool.” 
This was their way of announcing 
their comeback. Nearly everyone 
went crazy because no one 
expected the famous Disney 
band  to ever have a reunion. 
They’re also planning to go 
back on tour together.  The tour 
will be called “The Happiness 
Begins Tour.” They will be in 
San  Francisco on October 8 and 
in Oakland on the December 12.

By Nathan Canilao
Sports Editor

 Rapper Haviah Mighty 
has been making waves lately 
with her album 13th Floor. 
She is relatively new to the 
hip hop scene and her recent 
projects are very promising. 
She blends her Toronto-based 
style with slick lyricism to 
create something that hasn’t yet 
been seen in the music world.
 Her style is very unique. Her 
word choice is comparable to 
someone like Chance the Rapper 
and the production on her songs 
is solid. 13th Floor showcased 
her versatility and ability to 
talk about a variety of issues.
 Songs like “Wishy Washy” 
and “You Don’t Love Me” are 
the type of songs you would 
expect from a young artist. Both 
songs are upbeat and have a 
Caribbean feel to them. In both 
songs, Mighty shows that she can 
sing just as well as she can rap.
 “Fugazi” is another great 
song due to how she builds it 
with her lyrics. She starts off very 
calm and as the song progresses 
she gets angrier and angrier. 
 “Bag up” is another exciting 
song and definitely fun to dance 
to. The song is upbeat, catchy 
and showcases her amazing 
flow on-beat. She also is able 
to include lines that are about 
gentrification, or the presence 
of social inequality in America.
 Mighty’s best trait is her 
ability to talk about social 
issues in her songs. She is still 
relatively young and at age 
26 is talking about issues that 
rappers usually don’t talk about 

they become more mature.
 By far the best song on the 
album is “Thirteen” which talks 
about the effects that slavery still 
has on the African-American 
community today. The song is 
poetic and the symbolism she 
uses paints a vivid picture of how 
many African-Americans still 
suffer from the effects of slavery.
 Throughout the song it 
almost feels like she is talking 
over a beat instead of rapping 
over it. This is unique because 
not many rappers do this style 
of rap and few can truly perfect 
it. It is almost as if she is giving 
a history lesson within a song.

 Many find her perspective on 
these issues interesting because 
she is from Toronto. Most 
mainstream rappers who talk 
about issues plaguing the black 
community are usually from the 
U.S. so it is promising to see a 
Canadian rapper breakthrough 
and talk about these issues.
 13th Floor could be an 
“Album of the Year”candidate. 
The poetic lyricism along with 
solid production makes this 
album exceptional. Mighty is 
headed towards a bright future  
in the music industry and will 
more than likely continue 
to put out quality music.

Extremely Wicked, Shockingly 
Evil and Vile chronicles the 
crimes of Ted Bundy from the 
perspective of his girlfriend, 
Elizabeth “Liz” Kloepfer. The 
movie is realistic in its portrayal 
of Bundy as a pyschopath. 
The film not only shows Liz’s 
struggles to accept that her 
boyfriend is a serial killer, but also 
that she has been manipulated by 
a charmingly evil serial killer. 
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By Jeffrey Fairbanks, Correspondent
Summer Movie Previews

Toy Story 4
Releasing on June 21st, the fourth 
installment of the Toy Story 
movie series follows the usual 
toys as they embark on a journey 
with new toy Forky (Tony 
Hale) and Bonnie (Madeleine 
McGraw). Pixar has said that 
this will be their last sequel for a 
long time, choosing to focus on 
newer ideas instead, so reminisce 
on your childhood with Pixar 
one last time for 89 minutes.

The Lion King (2019)
The Lion King, a 3D remake 
of the Disney classic inspired 
by Hamlet, follows the story 
of Simba (Donald Glover), son 
of Mufasa (James Earl Jones), 
and his journey with Pumbaa 
(Seth Rogan) and Timon (Billy 
Eichner) as they battle with Scar 
(Chiwetel Ejiofor). Releasing 
July 29 and with a 93 percent on 
Rotten Tomatoes, this 89-minute 
classic is destined for success.

Spider-Man: Far 
From Home

Taking place after the events 
of Avengers: Endgame, Peter 
Parker (Tom Holland) takes 
a trip to Europe with his 
classmates when he is given a 
task by Nick Fury (Samuel L. 
Jackson) and must team up with 
Mysterio (Jake Gyllenhaal) to 
defeat threats from different 
dimensions. Lasting 135 minutes, 
look forward to seeing another 
installment into the expanding 
Marvel universe starting July 2.

Men In Black: International
Agent M (Tessa Thompson) and 
Agent H (Chris Hemsworth) 
make up the new duo in the 
fourth installment of the Men in 
Black franchise. While fighting 
monsters from other worlds, they 
must also attempt to locate their 
biggest threat ever: a mole in 
the Men in Black Organization.  
Other notable actors in this 
118-minute film include 
Liam Neeson and Rebecca 
Ferguson. Mark your calendar 
for June 14, when Men in Black 
International will be released.

Once Upon a Time in 
Hollywood

A comedy/drama, Once Upon 
a Time in Hollywood will be 
Quentin Tarantino’s ninth major 
film. The story takes place in 
1969 Los Angeles and follows 
Rick Dalton (Leonardo DiCaprio) 
and his stunt double (Brad Pitt) as 
they strive to achieve fame in the 
final years of Hollywood’s golden 
age. It will be released on July 26,  
boasting a lengthy 165-minute 
run time. Tarantino promises 
to amaze with his new film.

Sophie Turner, best known 
as Sansa Stark from Game of 
Thrones, takes a leading role 
in this 120-minute X-Men 
adventure, with co-stars that 
include Jennifer Lawrence, 
Michael Fassbender and James 
McAvoy. The movie focuses on 
Jean Grey and her life spiraling 
out of control as she comes 
to terms with her new mutant 
powers that threaten to destroy 
Earth. This is the culmination 
of the 20 years of X-Men films 
and is to be released on June 7. 

Dark Phoenix
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By Julia Murray
Staff Writer

 Nearly everyone is talking 
about the Netflix Original 
Stranger Things. With Season 3 
set to release on the 4th of July, 
the real question is: Are people 
ready for what it has in store?
 The new season will 
supposedly focus on a new evil, 
much different and much more 
powerful than the Demogorgon. 
Ever since Netflix released 
the trailer for Season 3, it has 
been rumored that Mike (Finn 
Wolfhard) and Eleven (Millie 
Bobby Brown) kissed in the 
trailer. In reality, Netflix is 
rumored to have been behind that, 
as to get more views on the trailer.
 Will Season 3 reveal if Max 
(Sadie Sink) is Eleven’s sister 
and confirm the rumor that’s 
been going around since we were 
introduced to Max in Season 
2? People think that they could 
be sisters because Eight (Kali 
Prasad) and Eleven have no 
similarities unlike Eleven and 
Max, who do. Also, Max  has 
red hair like Eleven’s mom, 
Terry Ives (Aimee Mullins).
 In the trailer, there is another 
focus, which is electricity. In 
the beginning, the trailer shows 
Eleven controlling Dusin’s 
(Gaten Matarazzo) electronic toys 
to scare him. Later, we see the 
new monster is run by electricity. 
It is weird that Eleven can control 
electronics, and the monster is 
electronic. But if the monster runs 
on electricity, what is its source? 
Or should I say “who”? The 
source could possibly be Eleven.
 All of the theories, fan 
fiction and thoughts on what 
could happen will finally be 
revealed when we watch Season 
3. Until then, we will have to 
wonder about all the mysteries 
that the fans have patiently 
been waiting for, but knowing 
Stranger Things, there could 
be a twist waiting at the end.
 In the meantime, Netflix has 
plenty of original shows to  hold 

By Vivien Wenneker
Staff Writer

 The Gardening Club is starting 
to gain notoriety and presence 
once again on campus, and its 
new members are very much 
looking forward to contributing 
something positive to the school. 
The school had a garden club in 
the past, but it recently died out.

One of the obvious reasons 
why this club is making a strong 
resurgence is due to the growing 
awareness about environmental 
issues and measures that can 
be taken to deal with them.

The club’s vice president, 

sophomore Grace Caufield, said, 
“I think it has sprung up again 
as environmental issues have 
become more widely discussed, 
and I think people like to do their 
part to contribute to the planet.”

Highlighted by the emergence 
of the Green Team Club, many 
students are showing an active 
interest in environmental concerns 
and ways to help the environment 
within their community. Many 
young people are concerned 
about the potential long-term 
consequences of climate change 
and want to do their part.

The Gardening Club has many 
plans for helping to spruce up the 

With prom season well underway, 
The Pomegranate thought it 
would be interesting to find out 
some of our teachers’ favorite 
prom memories.

J.D. Avilla: “Hanging out with 
friends after the dance was 
definitely the best part. I also 
enjoyed the dance itself.”

Kelly Drief: “My date wore 
slippers and he lied to my dad 
saying he left his shoes in the car, 
but he didn’t and just ended up 
wearing slippers.”

Greg Gomes: “My wife and I 
went to prom together and we 
were dating in high school. Our 
prom was on the Queen Mary and 
it was memorable because the 
woman I took to prom became 
my wife.”

Melissa Greer: “My now 
husband and his friend were 
batboys for the Oakland A’s. On 
the day of Senior Ball, they almost 
did not get back in time from the 
game, and we almost missed 
the limo. We also had dinner in 
San Francisco and had so many 
courses that when we actually 
arrived at the dance, there was 
only about an hour left.”

Bryan Hahn: “We went on a 
boat on the San Francisco Bay for 
five hours. Had dinner on the boat 
and danced on the multiple layers 

of the boat. Took a limo there and 
back with about 10 people. The 
levels of the boat were so short 
that I hit my head.”

Amie Hauselt: “My favorite 
senior ball memory was that our 
classes were very small; we had it 
on a boat. The juniors and seniors 
were friends. So many people 
came that we physically could not 
fit another person on the boat.”

Hayley Jefferies: “There was a 
huge chocolate fountain which 
was nice, but my date spilled 
some chocolate on my dress.”

Don McCombs: “I chaperone the 
junior and senior proms each year 
and look forward to doing so each
time. The kids are at their best 
behavior and dress up and look 
fantastic. The girls really put a 
lot of work into their adventure, 
tending to spend most of the day 
getting ready. It is neat to see each 
group arrive and get out of their 
limousines or buses. I always say 
they clean up nicely. I also enjoy 
the evening and watching them 
dance and interact. It is a special 
night for them and it shows in 
their demeanor.”

Keith Pickering-Walters: “Prom 
was a major deal in my school 
because we didn’t have winter ball 
and we didn’t have homecoming. 
We’d go out to dinner somewhere 
special first and then we’d go to 

the prom, which was always held 
at the Coconut Grill Ballroom in 
Santa Cruz (attached to the beach 
boardwalk). For my senior year 
I took my date to Pier 39 in San 
Francisco first; we went to dinner 
early and then came back down 
to Santa Cruz and went to prom. 
It was a cool time and we didn’t 
have big parties and stuff like that 
outside of prom so everything 
that was cool happened at prom. 
It wasn’t like people got hotels or 
house parties or things like that; 
my graduating class was only 100 
people. It was a small school.”

Dean Meier: “My prom was 
amazing. I took my girlfriend to 
San Francisco. We took a limo, 
went to prom, had a great time.”

Sarah Salazar: “We would go 
with a big group of my friends. 
We’d rent a limo, we’d go to 
dinner somewhere and then we’d 
go to the prom. Then after it was 
over, the limo would take us 
to somebody’s house and we’d 
hang out there. It was really fun; 
I loved being with my friends, 
hanging out and dancing.”

Liz Watson: “My boyfriend said, 
‘I love you,’ and I said, ‘Thank 
you.’”

Kenon Willis: “The only thing 
I remember was eating calamari 
at a fancy restaurant in Berkeley 
before prom started.”

campus. For instance, Caufield 
said, “Some activities our club 
plans to do are plant flowers and 
vegetables throughout the school, 
and we want to do volunteer work 
around the city.” This planting 
will be beneficial in helping to add 
some vibrancy to our campus and 
takes us one further step towards 
making our campus green.

The club founders created 
the club as a way of helping 
the environment through 
volunteering and school 
beautification, but they also 
grow fresh herbs and vegetables 
for foods classes. Caufield said, 
“We chose to start a club for 
gardening not only because is it 
beneficial to the environment, 
but it is also a way to beautify 
the school and increase morale 
throughout the student body.”

Caufield said that the club’s 
goal is not just to plant herbs or 
vegetables, but also to “inspire 
people to get involved in their 
community and help to make 
something beautiful.” It will be 
an exciting chance to get out 
there and become more involved 
by beautifying the campus 
and  having fun while doing it.

The Gardening Club provides 
a great opportunity for those 
who want to give back to their 
community while having fun 
making friends with others who 
share their gardening interests. 

you over. Many are raving about 
the second season of On My Block. 
 Emotional, shocking and 
confusing are words that perfectly 
describe the second season of On 
My Block. The show is about a  
group of friends who live in a 
small town, which is dominated 
by two gangs. Jamal (Brett 
Gray) goes on a hunt for money, 
he heard was hidden at Roller 
World, an abandoned amusement 
park. Jamal also had a unhealthy 
obsession with garden gnomes, 
who “talk” to him about the money.
 In Season 2, Ruban (Jason 
Genao) suffers from PTSD after 
the traumatizing events that 
occur at Olivia’s Quinceañera. 
Monse finds out that her mom 
is Julia, the woman whom she 
has been baby-sitting for and so 
she decides to spend time with 
her mom; however, her dad, 
Monty (Reggie Austin), isn’t too 
happy with Monse’s decision. 
Monse also considers going to 
an all girls school after she talks 
to her dad about it. Her dad, 
Monty,  thinks that it’s an unsafe 
environment and is worried 
about her being held at gunpoint.  
 The season mainly focuses 
on what the kids are doing 
with the Roller World money. 
There’s also a conspiracy that 
the money is cursed because 
bad things happen to whoever 
has the money at the time. They 
are taking turns watching the 
money until they can sign up 
for “Money Bunny,” a business 
that turns dirty money into clean 
cash. The money was dirty 
because Jamal technically stole it.
 In the last episode something 
awful happens, something that 
you would never expect. You 
have to watch Season 2 yourself. 
I strongly recommend watching  
this  season if you haven’t already.
 On My Block has a lot of 
twists and turns, some good, some 
bad. Netflix is working on Season 
3 right now, but it will be a year 
before it’s ready to air. It would be 
nice if they could release it earlier, 
but we’ll have to be patient.

Netflix Originals

theawesomer.com
Many fans have high hopes for the third season of Stranger Things, 
which is set to release on July 4 in eight episodes. With the new 
trailer already released on Netflix, the hype has been building for this 
popular show.

Gardening Club grows

Photo by Vivien Wenneker
Sophomores Kelsey Sako, Grace Caufield, Emma Laurence and Sophia 
Warnock work to beautify the campus as leaders of the Garden Club.

Teachers reminisce about prom
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Julia Paulasa
Sophomore

Shirt: Garage, $30

Pants: Kenneth Cole, 

$70

Shoes: Vans, $65

Belt: Garage, $13

Style: “Whatever I 

think looks good.”

Charles Ye
Senior

Shirt: American 

Eagle, $20

Shorts: Volcom, $60

Shoes: Yeezy 360 V2 

Static Reflective, $650

Style: “Yeezys are the 

whole outfit.”

Flavor of FashionAthlete excels academically

Student-led team continues winning ways

By Jaxen McLaren
Assistant Editor 

 Senior Dylan Greenly 
checks all the boxes when it 
comes to being an outstanding 
student. With many great 
achievements and numerous 
hours put in at Granada, he is 
sure to have  one of the  most 
impressive high school resumes. 
 Biola University is lucky 
to say that Greenly will be 
attending their school in the 
fall. With plans to double-major 
in film and political science, 
he’s sure to leave his mark on 
that campus just as he has here.
 Greenly has played a total 
of three sports during his time 
in high school, two at varsity 
level. Having played hockey for 
most of his life, it is only natural 

that he has been on the varsity 
squad since his freshman year.
 Greenly is also an incredible 
runner and has run track at the 
varsity level for four years. In 
addition, he has played soccer 
for Granada and his club team. 
All of this hard work paid off 
for him when he earned his 
shadow block his sophomore 
year, which is an extremely 
impressive achievement.
 Greenly’s athletic talents 
are extensive and praiseworthy, 
but he has also excelled in 
academics. Greenly has taken 
IB History, AP Photography, 
IB Theory of Knowledge and 
many other demanding courses.
 He has also been involved 
in a variety of leadership roles 
and extracurricular activities. In 
his freshman year, he became a 

class officer, and his roles grew 
from there. In his sophomore 
year, Greenly was elected 
vice president, and then  he 
moved on to ASB Treasurer. 
However, he feels as though 
his final leadership role fit best.
 “I became DOP (Director 
of Photography) last year. The 
job involves filming skits, 
photos and (taking) video 
footage of the football games, 
and pretty much catching 
all of Granada’s memorable 
moments on camera,” he said.
 Greenly has always tried 
to make and leave memories 
during his high school career. 
“My biggest thing here was 
becoming DOP,” said Greenly. 
“I now have the ability to make 
lasting memories for all of us 
and the classes to come. I want 
to leave a message to make 
all the memories you can.”
 He also has been diligently 
working on a senior video to 
be shown on the morning of 
graduation. “I’m interviewing 
tons of clubs and sports teams 
from our school to show off 
the many different personalities 
and unity of our class,” he 
said. “If I could say one thing, 
it would be to make memories, 
because in the end, it’s about 
what you remember that 
makes something special.”

By Theo Dean
Perspectives Editor

 The L-pattern team, led by 
coaches junior Drake Small and 
senior D’Angelo Shepard, has 
wrapped up another successful 
season. After the retirement of 
music director Tom Jones and 
L-pattern instructor Kathleen 
Jones last year, the team was 
completely student-led this year. 
 The team had a history of 
being successful under Jones, 
which continued this year. 
“People congratulate us and 
fear our student-led program at 
the same time,” Small joked.
 The six-month L-pattern 
season runs from November 
to late April. This year, drum 
majors (competitors in L-pattern 
competitions) spent the first three 
months of the season preparing 
for the latter, which consisted of 
three primary competitions; they 
were held in Fairfield, Vallejo 
and Elk Grove. The Northern 
California championships 
were held in Stockton.
 Drum majors spend the 
season perfecting one routine, 
which they showcase at each 
competition. A routine consists 
of a series of difficult spins and 
manipulations of the baton as well 
as vocal commands and whistle 
commands, which are imitative 
of a drum major commanding a 
full marching band. Each routine 
has a musical element to it. 
 At competitions, drum majors 

are scrutinized by judges on three 
main factors: content, execution 
and presentation. Content covers 
the creativity, difficulty and 
complexity of a performance; 
in addition, it takes into 
account how well a performer 
integrates the music into their 
run. Execution is scored based 
on precision, consistency and 
control of the baton by the drum 
major. Lastly, the presentation 
score is based on factors like 
the drum major’s posture, poise, 
confidence and leadership.
 The team is small, with a total 
of seven students making up the 
group. Freshman Megan Vigil 
and sophomore Piper Waltner are 
“novice” drum majors. Freshman 
Ally Lagodzinski and sophomore 
Luke Randhawa are “scholastic” 
drum majors. Lastly, coaches 
Small and Shepard, along with 
senior Adam Lagodzinski, 
are “open” level competitors.
 Despite the differences in age 
and experience among the team, 
the group enjoys working together 
towards a common goal. The team 
“centers (our) core values around 
entertainment, professionalism 
and fun times,” said Small.
 “Everyone (on the team) 
is dedicated and invested in 
L-pattern,” Shepard said. “We 
don’t really have conflicts 
with each other at all.”
 Waltner supported Shepard’s 
view. “We’ve become a 
really close family,” she said.
 During the season, Small 

Photo by SJRMAC Media
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Harvard
Continued from page 1

and Shepard each led practices 
once a week for about two 
and a half hours; however, the 
overall practice time required 
is much more than that, as all 
team members spend many 
hours perfecting their routine 
on their own. However, “The 
work you put in is equal to what 
you get out,” Randhawa said.
 The team members appreciate 
the coaches’ extra efforts this 
season. Waltner said, “Drake is 
very good at … making sure you 
get everything done and … making 
sure your routine is prepared for 
competition, and then D’Angelo’s 
a really fun person and he 
makes sure you have fun while 
you’re practicing.” Randhawa 
agreed, “I thought Drake and 
D’Angelo did an outstanding 

By Pomegranate Staff

The L-pattern team relies on teamwork and the leadership of co-
coaches senior D’Angelo Shepard and junior Drake Small to win 
competitions.

job as coaches for their first time 
during the L-pattern season.”
 Small is an accomplished 
drum major. In his three years 
on the L-pattern team, he has 
been a Northern California 
champion all three years, once as 
a freshman in the novice division 
and twice as a sophomore and 
junior in the open division. 
 Although he will be 
graduating at the end of this year, 
Shepard is confident that the team 
will continue to be successful. “I 
think they’re going to do great 
because … they were already 
on the ball when we (Small and 
Shepard) started with them.”
 Shepard added, “Granada 
tends to place a lot so I think 
we’re still going to continue doing 
really well in competitions.”

Senior Dylan Greenly is a varsity member of the hockey and track 
teams. He is also Director of Photography for ASB.

school, Aigeldinger has played 
water polo and participated 
on the school’s swim team. 
Additionally, she is currently 
involved with the Jefferson 
Awards Club and California 
Scholarship Federation. Outside 
of school, Aigeldinger spends 
her time volunteering for Fertile 
Groundworks, a non-profit 
organization that provides organic 
crops to assist those in need. 
 Aigeldinger believes 
that a “strong educational 
background will give (her) the 
most opportunities and best 
foundation to serve others.” She 
will be pursuing a degree in 
chemistry while also fulfilling 
premedical requirements for 
a potential medical career in 
the navy. Aigeldinger said 
she was first introduced to the 
chemistry career pathway after 
taking Amanda Cleveland’s 
IB Chemistry SL class. 
 In addition, Aigeldinger 
will be involved in the Navy 
ROTC program, which “entails 
training to be an officer in the 
Navy while attending college” 
and serving in the navy for 
five years after graduation. 
 While attending Harvard, 
Aigeldinger is most excited for 
the support and encouragement 
of her fellow classmates and 
teachers. “Everyone at Harvard 
has a unique story and is 
incredible in the things they do, 
and I cannot wait to learn and be 
motivated by those around me!”
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By Puneet Bsanti
Features Editor

 “Oprah always used to say, 
‘Find your passion, if you do 
something that you don’t enjoy 
then don’t do it. Find what makes 
you happy,’” said Madalyn 
Muñoz on what made her quit 
her previous job in order to 
pursue her teaching credential. 
 Since September 2002, 
Munoz has taught English 
at Granada. In addition, she 
has been the advisor for the 
dance team since 2003. After 
many years of teaching, the 
beloved teacher will be retiring 
once this school year ends. 
 During her time at Granada, 
Muñoz has been a vital part 
of the English department. 
She has taught regular 
English classes, Short Story, 
Creative Writing and Poetry. 
 “I love my colleagues, I 
love working with the people 
I work with. The English 
department is amazing, we are 
like a family. And, of course, I 
love my students,” said Muñoz. 
“I will miss the excitement of 
never knowing what the day will 
bring.” However, Muñoz will not 
miss trying to get to class on time 
or grading essays. “I can get up 
at 5:30 and still be late,” she said. 
 Muñoz’ favorite classes to 
teach are creative writing and 
English 12A. “I love teaching 
Creative Writing because of the 

freedom to play around with 
different genres, and there’s 
a different vibe to it because 
there is no pressure,” said 
Muñoz. “I like 12A because 
I usually get students back 
from when they were freshmen 
or sophomores and I can see 
the growth and maturity.”
 During her retirement, 
Muñoz plans on catching up on 
life the first six months. “I am 
going to sit for six months and 
breathe,” she said. Afterwards, 
she wants travel with her 
husband around the country.
 “I want to see my own 
country first,” she said, 
explaining why world travel isn’t 
in her immediate future. She 
also would like to write a book 

By Laney Lawrence
Staff Writer

 For 26 years, Laura Thournir 
has enjoyed teaching art to 
high school students. For the 
first 3 years, she taught at other 
schools before teaching for 
23 years at Granada. “This is 
the best job I never imagined I 
would actually get to have,” said 
Thournir. Before starting her 
career as an art teacher, Thournir 
had a job as an interior designer.
 Thournir stumbled upon the 
open position years ago and 
said she cannot imagine doing 
anything else. After hearing 
about the opening from a friend 
who worked at the school, 
Thournir was immediately 
intrigued and began to 
look into the opportunity. 
 Her art career at Granada 
began as a long term substitute 
teacher, which later transitioned 
into a full time job. Thournir said, 
“Life is short, and you need to 
do the things you love.” And art 
is exactly what Thournir loves.
 Thournir’s favorite parts 
of teaching art are the people 
and the positive environment” 
in the classroom and on 
campus. “It’s a very happy 
and supportive environment. 
Everything about it 
is,” said Thournir. 
 Additionally, she enjoys 
that the administrators on 
campus and those involved 
with the school district are 
professional and love their jobs.
 Thournir also enjoys that 
she has the ability to learn 
a new skill every day from 
her students and from fellow 
teachers and staff members. 
She appreciates having the 
summers off, which she spends 
with her granddaughters.

 Now that Thournir is 
retiring from teaching, she will 
delight in being involved with 
her favorite extracurricular 
activities. These hobbies include 
going to concerts, taking artistic 
classes, tending to her garden, 
kayaking, doing yoga, traveling 
to various destinations and 
playing with her granddaughters.
 In addition to these hobbies 
and extracurricular activities, 
she has accepted a part-time 
job in Tracy working at a 
prison that will begin after her 
retirement from Granada. At 
this new job, Thournir will take 
the opportunity to continue her 
artistic skills as she teaches 
mural painting to prisoners.
 Thournir discovered this 
opportunity after an email was 
sent out to her and other art 
teachers in the surrounding 
districts. Interested in the 
opportunity to put her artistic 
mural painting skills to the 
test, Thournir responded to the 
email and accepted the job.
 Although her excitement 
for this new job is apparent, 
Thournir is sad to leave the 
Granada community. She said 
the aspect she will miss most 
about teaching art to students at 
Granada is the positive energy. 
This energy is what has made 
Thournir’s teaching experience 
so enjoyable, she said, and 
it is also the aspect she will 
miss most when retiring from 
her long-established career.
 The Granada community 
will sorely miss this creative and 
influential teacher. As she moves 
on with the next chapter in her life, 
she will continue to pursue her 
love for art while taking classes 
herself, teaching others the craft 
of art and also spending quality 
time with her grandchildren.

or blog her experience traveling.
 Additionally, she wants 
to become involved in the 
community. “I would like to 
do something to give back to 
the community. Our church 
has a saying, ‘To be Christ 
for others as Christ is for us,’ 
which can translate to ‘If you 
are good to others, they will 
be good to you,’” she said.
 One last thing Muñoz 
wanted to say before she leaves 
is a huge thank you for the 
support from the office staff, 
the custodial staff, colleagues, 
administrators and students. 
“They just brighten my day, 
they make it worth it,” she said. 
“We have such a nice family feel 
here at Granada. We really do.” 

By Jaxen McLaren
Assistant Editor

 Retiring history teacher Don 
McCombs will be missed by 
students and staff alike. Teaching 
at Granada for 15 years, he has 
definitely left his mark here.
 McCombs initially received 
a degree from Chico State in 
history. After serving in the army 
from 1970-73, he went back to 
school and earned his Master’s 
degree in History and Education.
 He worked in the private 
sector for many years and even 
taught evening classes at Las 
Positas for 14 of those years. He 
was just as popular there despite  
a much larger student body.

 McCombs has taught many 
classes including the History 
of the Korean and Vietnam 
Wars, U.S. History, AP U.S. 
History, Economics and Civics.
 Being a student in McCombs’ 
class is an experience many 
wish they could have. Having 
served in the military, he brings 
insight and knowledge that can’t 
be found in the curriculum.
 McCombs constantly shares 
new and fun lessons with his 
students. He includes stories of 
his war experiences and brings 
in old war artifacts, which make 
the class come to life. Students 
credit these real life experiences 
for his popularity on campus.
   Positive energy is one of his 

Long-time dance coach and English teacher Madalyn Muñoz enjoys 
watching her students mature as well as improve their reading and 
writing skills in all the classes she teaches.

Staff photo

Thournir retires to do yoga, 
kayak and teach mural 
painting to prisoners

From serving in the army in Korea and Vietnam to teaching for more 
than 29 years, Don McCombs is an outstanding teacher who has made 
an impact on countless students.

Staff photo

Laura Thournir loves teaching art and interacting with her students. 
She projects a positive outlook in her classroom as well as throughout 
her own life.
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most appreciated qualities.
He tells all of his students that 
“Every day is a great day, and 
some are better than others.”
 McCombs said this 
interaction with students and the 
connections he has made with 
them, specifically concerning 
their future, is something he 
will miss. “I talk to them about 
the military, how to get a job, 
interview skills, financial 
skills, coaching skills, etc.” 
 He feels that many teens just 
need someone who will listen 
to them. “In many cases they do 
not have anyone to talk to or to 
discuss issues or problems,” he 
explained. “That doesn’t mean I 
have to agree with them, but just 
be available to hear them out. 
They also know that any advice I 
offered was from my experiences, 
not something I read in a book.”
 “McCombs is super 
supportive,” said senior 
Lochlan FelcanSmith. “He 
does anything he can to help 
you and will not let you fail.” 
 “[McCombs] sets you up for 
success,” said senior Veronica 
Brumburgh. “Honestly, one of 
the best things about him is he’s 
just a super awesome friend.”
 McCombs now hopes to 
travel all he can, and with his 
plans to walk the Great Wall 
of China and climb a pyramid 
in Egypt, he’ll be having 
anything but a boring retirement.

English teacher retiring after 17 years

Veteran teacher leaving
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California State 
Universities
Cal Poly SLO
Sid Bokka
RJ Calub
Andrew Choumas
Lauren Colestock
Clara Crittenden
Ethan De La Torre
Dylan Krauss
Colleen McCandless
Grace Post
Isabella Romero
Justynne Thomas
Jason Wigginton
Edward Young

Chico  
Emily Andrassy
Kimberly Basulto
Clay Boghossian
Adam Lagodzinski
Caleb Loth
Bradley Mitchell
Jonny Nguyen
Megan Pretto
Hayley Thompson

East Bay 
Adrian Ayala
Rudy Ayala
Hannah Kavanaugh
Gabe Parrish
Sierra Sharbach

Fullerton 
CJ Alire
Francesco Battaglia
Jessica Keaney
Ben Leggat
Hanna McDougall
Natalie Rosare
Chloe Stanford

Long Beach 
Adriana Barragan
Kelsi Green
Rachael Gomez
Morelia Gonzalez
Lauren Moore
Elizabeth Schwegler

Monterey Bay 
Kaitlyn Guggiana
Kailey Ornelas

Sacramento 
Marissa Gracia
Jinjer Townsend
Tyler Young

San Diego 
Rebecca Anderson
Kat Lewis
Cameron Moghadam
Caleb Nieto
Bradley Rittmann
Tré Savino
Alaina Sekany 
Skylar Vinson
Casey Wortham

San Francisco 
Alexis Arevalo
Tristan Shackelford

San Jose 
Jodi Bryant
Jennifer Cardenas Sanchez
Logan Finch
Jordan Garland
Majed Moussalli
Manav Patel
Olivier Rooney

Sonoma
Eva Brown

Berkeley 
Griffin Lawrence
Bridgette Meyer
Eustyn Trinh
Anya Worley
Sarah Zhang

Davis 
Lilly Ackerman
Saloni Agarwal
Claire DiNicola
Alec Faith
Nicholas Puso
Tessarae Starzhevskaya-
Stowell
Ryan Stear
Noah Wiesner

University of California 
Irvine 
Shlok Bansal
Derek Eijansantos
Jane Lai

Los Angeles 
Sydney Myers
Mae Noland
Nikita Patra

Merced 
Jennifer Esmay

Riverside 
Shwena Kak
Maxime Tamagno

San Diego 
Kate Hottinger
Nicholas Quach
Charles Ye

Casey Aguilar
Christopher Alvarado
Ricardino Alvarez
Yatyn Anderson
Alejandra Arroyo
Tal Avivi
Stephanie Barragan
Brijae Boyd
Surraya Bravo
Juan Briones
Colby Brocklesby
Leanie Bumanlag
Sarah Burton
Jennifer Cardoza
Paul Chirica
Ronald Chy
Ernesto Cruz
Rodrigo Cruz
Isabella Cusimano
Hanan Dogar
Colton Downs
Jeremy Dyson
Nathaniel Enfield Kamm
Manny Escamilla
Pauline Evangelista
Ashley Flaten
Ashes Foley
Alena Fontanilla
Jennifer Franco
Bryan Garcia
Hector Garcia
Jaxon Garcia
Jorden Garcia
Kleon Gefen-Vlassopoulos
Kylie Girardelli
Mana Gonzalez
Richard Gonzalez
Robert Gonzalez
Essabella Grajeda
Claire Green
Enrique Gutierrez
Hailey Hahlbeck

Andrew Hayley
Roberto Iacomini
Nikolai Iniguez
Christian Ito
Melanie Junnila
Rhea Kashyap
Ashnain Kehr
Mikenzi Kuntzmann
Kevin Leal
Florian  Leinfellner
Trystan Lemas
Alec Lewis
Alycia Macias
Duncan Maloney
Jose Marquez-Miranda
Malia Mau
Josh McClanahan
Jaxen McLaren
Shannon McNamara
Scott McPherson
Yoselin Medina
Lauren Meeker
Eric Moody
Wyatt Moseley
Jonathan Mulrooney
Isabella Nannini
Anthony Nellis
Jeremy Nguyen
Cole Niermeyer
Josh Norton
Amir Omar
Amanda Ong
Alejandro Padilla
Memphis Page
Rhea Panchal
Riley Parkerson
Anaiya Patel
Ethan Payne
Cole Pignolet
Daniel Pryor
Hector Ramirez
Adrian Ramos

Las Positas College

Community Colleges

Laura Riley
Ian Rivera
Ariel Rivero
Rachel Rockwell
Robert Ruckteschler
Joshua Rudolff
Simran Sahota
Mary Sampayan
Sohayl Sayfurahman
Carly Schindler
Daisy Schmehl
Cole Seely
D’Angelo Shepard
Marcus Shepard
Skyler Shepherd
Max Silveira
Thomas Stevenson
Emma Stoneberger
Naz Tavakolzadeh
Jared Tavares
Amber Thomas
Daniel Tolentino
Dylan Tompkins
Vanessa Tovar Nieto
Tommy  Tyler
Silas Vankirk
Jessie Vassallo
Eduardo Vazquez
Lizbeth Vazquez
Sheena Patricia Veloria
Zaynab Waizzada
Ben Waxman
Nadav Weinberger
Justin White
Jack Wilks
Ashley Yamamoto
Kendall Yamamoto
Hadi Zeid
George Zika

Santa Barbara 
Josh Freitas
Logan Greenough
Tyler Hattori
Joshua White

Santa Cruz 
Ritwik Aluri
Caitlyn Clinton
Chris Horch
Angela Nguyen
Lauren Pretto
Ariella Angelini Stewart

Austin Texas 
Lindsey Warren

Butte College 
Zack Macintire

Central Oregon 
Zach Parodi

Chabot
Lavender Hardin

De Anza
Gabriel Aguilar-Piñon
Nathan Canilao
Daria Orlova

Fresno City 
Jack Kilner

Merritt 
Vanessa Barone

Ohlone 
Axel Avila
Veronica Brumburgh 
Octavio Morales

Orange Coast 
Drew Braudrick

Santa Barbara City 
College
Destiny Arriola
Spenser Chalkley
Abby Hoobing
Jenna Stewart
Lauren Wirth

Sierra Mountain 
Kevin Plant
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Out of State
Alabama
University of Alabama
Spencer Williams

Arizona
University of 
Arizona 
Matthew Reddick
Livy Kohndrow
Jessica Bailey
Caleb Hardesty
Brandon Harvey
Arizona State 
University 
Jordan Beakey
Anika Jensen
Kaitlin Krakoski
Kevin Lee
Cameron McGee
Emily Montalvo
Brittany Wilcox (online)
Grand Canyon 
University 
Kaidon Toombs
Northern Arizona 
University
Samiron Bora
Jessica Guzzo
Penn Foster College
Lois Lane Bayaras

Colorado
University of Colorado
Carter McGlothin
Taylor Stamps
Colorado State 
University
Mya Voigtsberger

Fort Lewis College
Ryan Patchen

Hawaii
University of Hawaii
Nicolas Gottero
Jared Tovera

Idaho
Boise State
Max Bauer
Gianna DeSantis
Jordan Kennedy
Ryan Lortie
Brigham Young 
University
Daniel Lloyd
Ben Knuth  
Zac Williams
University of Idaho
Casey Coffland

Illinois
University of 
Chicago 
Matthew Larson
University of Illinois
Athul Rajesh
Northwestern 
University
Kalea Bartolotto

Indiana
Indiana University
Tatum Hayes
Yagulan Srikumar

Iowa
Grinnell College
Eliana Eme

Louisiana
Louisiana State 
University
Liam Randhawa
Makena St Amant

Massachusetts
Harvard University
Elisabeth Aigeldinger
Ashley Zhuang
Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute
Isaac Tufts

Montana
Montana State 
University 
Jane Abele
Abby Fraser
University of Montana 
Western
Rebecca Williams

Nevada 
University of Nevada 
Reno 
Branden Eddy
Lochlan FelcanSmith
Jennae Kelley
Cameron Meier
Samantha Pamintuan
Greg Short
Frank Silva
Eric Valdez

New Jersey
Stevens Institute of 
Technology 
Owen Dawson

New York
Cornell University
John Molitoris
Paige da Costa
New York University
Eva Salazar
Christine Liu
Syracuse University
Ella DeCosta

Oklahoma
University of Tulsa
Alex Christeson

Oregon
University of Portland
Julia Rocha
University of Oregon
Rachel Myers
Oregon State
Tim Lin

Pennsylvania
University of 
Pennsylvania
Christopher Gonzalez

South Carolina
Greenville Tech
Julia Murray

Texas
Baylor University
Diella Babu

University of Texas
Miranda Heckman
Texas Christian 
University
Madison Wright

Utah 
Brigham Young 
University
Lindsey Simpson
Dixie State
Malini Tia
Southern Utah 
University
Cameron Schrader
University of Utah
Benjamin Hatch
Calvin Jue
Utah State University
Adam Willey
Utah Valley University
Adrianna Harker

Washington 
Washington State 
University
Puneet Bsanti
George Watts
University of Puget 
Sound
Colby Smith
University of 
Washington 
Li-Ting Chou
Alyssa Feduniw
Avery Perreault

Wyoming
University of Wyoming
Sean Haley

California Private
University of Antelope 
Valley
Makenna Diaz

Azusa Pacific 
University
Adrianna Ramirez

Biola University
Dylan Greenly
Kaylie Lawsen

Cal Lutheran
Eric Heinke

California Baptist 
University
Kayla McClendon
Casey Sansoni

Chapman University
Olivia Armstrong
Taylor Detlefsen

Holy Names University
Mallorie Stiner

Mills College
Maci Voller

University of the Pacific
John Gangano

Saint Mary’s College
Samantha Clevenger

University of San Diego
Mychaela Thomas

Santa Clara University
Anna Mount
Lauren  Neri

University of Southern 
California
Brodie Wolf

Vanguard University of 
Southern California
Olivia Claypool

William Jessup
Karen Bryant

Army
Josh Collom
Jordan Collom
Jack Rees

Navy
Kevin Burklin
Kyle Roach

Marine Corps
Patrick Gallardo
Zane Morgan

Air Force
Gabe Akins
Victor Nunez
Ethan Vincent

Military

Out of CountryTrade 
Schools
Academy of Art 
University
Nicholas Meléndez

Art College
Erica Wendt

Cal Fire
Dylan Banot

Contra Costa Medical 
Career College
Gracie Facha

Johnson and Wales
Caitlin McCool

Sheet Metal Union 
Hall School 
Robert Mata

Trade School
Wyatt Calkins
Jorge Morales

Other
Backpacking through 
the U.S.
Natalie Advincula

Gap year in Mexico
Reina Garcia

LDS 2 Year Mission
Gustavio Luna

Moving back to 
England
Ben Bloomfield

Traveling through 
Europe 
Darren de Ocampo

New Zealand
University of Auckland 
Samantha Williams
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By Jason DeSantis
Staff Writer

 From constant rule changes in 
the NBA to different game styles 
such as an increase of three-
pointers and a complementary 
decrease of points in the paint, 
teams are trying to find new 
ways to gain an advantage.
 One of these “advantages” 
that is starting to be employed 
more often is the excessive 
need for flopping, faking or 
exaggerating the contact that a 
player has received to the point 
of drawing an undeserved foul.
 By flopping, players can 
increase their chance to get free 
throws and thus score more 
points with little effort. However, 
this isn’t something new in the 
realm of sports as other sports 
employ this tactic, and teams 
in the NBA started utilizing 
this tactic in the early 2000’s, 
but only to a minor extent.
 In today’s game, MVP caliber 
players such as the Houston 
Rockets’ James Harden and the 

Los Angeles Lakers’ LeBron 
James understand that to draw 
a shooting foul they can draw 
minor contact through jumping 
into a defender or by immediately 
shooting the ball as soon as 
they feel contact near their arm.
 This “strategy” allows them 
to go to the free throw line more 
than other players. Players like 
these could have absolutely 
terrible shooting nights but 
could still score a lot of points 
simply by manipulating the rules.
 Harden has done this over and 
over again. Against the Atlanta 
Hawks on February 25, Harden 
only shot 7-21 on the floor yet still 
managed to score 28 points. The 
same thing happened against the 
Denver Nuggets as well as many 
other teams. This is obviously 
something that has become 
a big problem in the NBA.
 Excessive flopping is 
hurting the pace of play as well 
as viewership for fans. The 
manipulation of the rules slows 
down the game, allowing a player 
to shoot free throws every three 

seconds. This aggravates fans 
and coaches alike as it feels 
as if there is no way to play 
defense against someone you 
can’t make any contact with. 
 The NBA’s solution to 
flopping is weak at best. They 
have a rule stating that any 
player who exaggerates the 
contact they receive may be 
fined thousands of dollars.
 However, this rule is 
rarely enforced, and hardly 
anyone is fined. If they are, 
the fine is often minimal and 
doesn’t affect the player, 
many of who are millionaires.
 The NBA must institute 
a new rule that takes some 
semblance of the solution they 
have now, but the league should 
increase the fine to an amount 
which would actually affect the 
player and deter future flopping.
 This adjustment to the rule 
would speed up the pace of play 
while simultaneously bringing 
in viewers as the games would 
be more enjoyable to watch 
with fewer free throw shots.

By Jason DeSantis
Staff Writer

 While making their way 
to a fifth consecutive Finals 
appearance, the Golden State 
Warriors had to get past 
three teams: the Los Angeles 
Clippers, the Houston Rockets 
and the Portland Trail Blazers. 
The first and second round 
teams, the Clippers and the 
Rockets, respectively, both 
put up a good fight, pushing 
the Warriors’ star-studded 
roster to six games each time.
 Against the Clippers, many 
were taken aback by the Warriors 
loss in Game 2; in fact, before 
the season, many had thought 
the Clippers would become a 
low-ranking team with the odds 
of making the playoffs a distant 
miracle, which made this upset 
all the more surprising. However, 
a team as young as the Clippers 
were not playoff-tested, and 

By Eleanor Hu
Staff Writer

 Senior Tyler Hattori has 
been athletic his entire life, 
having played at least eight 
sports and excelling in all of 
them. However, he truly stands 
out when running cross country 
and track. He began these 
sports when he was a freshman, 
inspired by his brother, 
who has run his whole life.
 Hattori said, “As a freshman 
I really just enjoyed working 
hard, (because) it’s the most 
important thing to me, bringing 
out the best in myself.” As he has 
become more experienced, he 
has realized that he’s also running 
for his team members and hopes 
to push them be their best too.
 “As a senior I want to give 
back, mainly inspire and bring 
out the best in everyone else,” 

Star X-country runner 
heads to Santa Barbara

he said. Hattori, along with other 
senior members, has led both the 
cross country and track teams to 
numerous wins and accolades 
in various places in the state.
 Hattori is also an exemplary 
student. He enjoys math and 
plans to pursue a career in 
electrical engineering because 
he enjoys “the aspect of math 
where it’s multiple different 
ways of doing one thing and 
you have to figure it out.”
 He described his motivation 
behind running: “You really get 
out what you put into it.” For 
him, this statement has proved 
true as his hard work has paid 
off tremendously. Hattori will be 
attending UC Santa Barbara next 
year after graduating with the 
Class of 2019. There, he plans to 
continue to run on a club team to 
further his athletic career while  
studying electrical engineering.

Flopping a big problem in the NBA

they lacked the experience and 
talent to stand up to the Warriors.
 The series against the Houston 
Rockets was far more intense 
than the first round. After a defeat 
for the Warriors in last year’s 
Western Conference Finals, the 
Rockets were eager to face the 
Warriors once again. After the 
first game one thing was evident: 
This series was going to be a close 
competition based on thorough 
defense and how well the Warriors 
could contain James Harden.
 Even though the Rockets fell 
in six games, the series seemed 
closer and could have ended up 
drastically different after Kevin 
Durant was injured in Game 5 
and had to sit out during Game 6.
 In the Western Conference 
Finals, the Portland Trail Blazers 
were led by Damian Lillard 
and CJ McCollum. Although 
the Trail Blazers had a large 
amount of talent with their 
two young stars, the Warriors 

still overshadowed them. In 
only four games, the Warriors 
dispatched the Trail Blazers.
In each of the four contests, 
the game ended either with 
a difference of a few points 
between the teams or in overtime.
 The Warriors are led by 
five all-star caliber players: 
Durant, Draymond Green, 
Steph Curry, Klay Thompson 
and Demarcus Cousins. 
Curry and Durant have both 
won the regular season MVP 
in the past,  while Cousins has 
been an MVP candidate. To add 
on to that ridiculous amount 
of talent, Thompson is a two-
way sharpshooter and Green 
was Defensive Player of the 
Year for the 2016-2017 season.
 The Warriors also have one 
of the better benches in the 
league, which is made up of 
young talent and veterans alike, 
with names like Andre Iguodala, 
the Finals MVP in 2015.  

The only setback the Warriors 
have faced are injuries to two 
of their top players. Durant, 
a key scoring and defensive 
piece on the team, strained his 
right calf against the Rockets 
after a jumpshot in Game 5. 
However, this injury is thought 
to be minor, and he will probably 
play in the upcoming series.
 The second injury, suffered 
by Cousins, is a torn quadricep 

that has been affecting him since 
Game 2 against the Clippers. 
Cousins has been hindered by 
injuries all season so it is doubtful 
he will return for the Finals.
 To say this team has 
generational talent is an 
understatement. The Warriors 
are a super team and many 
sports analysts and fans see no 
way that they won’t win their 
fourth trophy in five years.

Rappler.com
Point guard Stephen Curry and power forward Draymond Green are 
headed to their fifth straight NBA Finals.

Warriors win west, advance to fifth straight NBA Finals

Senior Tyler Hattori has had a remarkable cross country and track 
career while at Granada. He hopes to continue running in college.

Photo by Laney Lawrence



Powderpuff builds class unity

Three games were held during the Powderpuff football series 
on Friday, May 24. The seniors crushed the sophomores 20-0, 
putting up a solid defense while their offense scored often.  
During the juniors vs freshmen game, the freshmen were able 
to score points, but were unable to stop the juniors’ offense, 
leading to a 22-6 victory for the juniors. In the final game, 
juniors and seniors faced off. Led by a coaching staff of Colby 
Smith, Caleb Hardesty and Dylan Krauss, the senior team was 
able to triumph over the juniors, 28-0. The seniors’ offense and 
defense were again outstanding in the championship game. 
The freshman team had the most players with an astounding 
38, while the sophomores had the second-most with 26 players. 
Seniors were close behind with 25, while juniors only had 
23 players. All teams were supported by male cheerleaders.

Photos by Eleanor Hu
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Sharks fall short of 
Stanley Cup Finals

By Theo Dean
Perspectives Editor

 The San Jose Sharks playoff 
run came to an end in the NHL 
Conference Finals against the 
St. Louis Blues. Before their 
elimination at the hands of 
St. Louis, the Sharks had an 
adventurous run to the penultimate 
playoff round in the NHL. 
 In the first round, the Sharks 
defeated the Vegas Golden 
Knights, a team that reached the 
Stanley Cup Finals in their first-
ever season in the NHL last year. 
The Golden Knights led 3-0 with 
only 10:37 left to play in Game 
7, but the Sharks scrambled back 
to win the game in overtime. 
 In the following round, 
San Jose managed to stifle a 
Colorado Avalanche comeback, 
winning Game 7 by a 3-2 score 
after losing Game 6 in overtime. 
 In both series, the 
Sharks were beneficiaries of 
controversial calls in Game 7. 
Against the Golden Knights, 
San Jose scored four goals 
during a five-minute power 
play that was a result of a five-
minute penalty on Golden 
Knight forward Cody Eakin. 
 Eakin was penalized for 
supposedly injuring San Jose 
captain Joe Pavelski’s head on 
a cross-check. Pavelski’s head 
was bleeding while he lay on 
the ice. However, the actual 
cause for Pavelski’s injury 
was a collision with a different 
Vegas player, Paul Stastny. 
Pavelski later said he didn’t 
believe Eakin deserved the major 
penalty that he was charged with. 
 Meanwhile, in Game 7 
against Colorado, what would 
have been the game-tying goal 
for the Avalanche was overturned 
after an offside review. Although 
Avalanche coach Jared Bednar 
said after the game that the Sharks 
deserved to win regardless, the 
call was nonetheless frustrating 
for the Avalanche and could 
well have proved to be critical 
in deciding the game’s winner. 
However, the Sharks could 

not replicate their successes 
from the first two rounds in the 
Conference Finals against the 
Blues. Although the Sharks took 
a 2-1 series lead after winning 
Game 3 in overtime, they lost a 
close Game 4 before the Blues 
dominated Games 5 and 6. 
 Although they lost the 
Conference Finals, the Sharks 
once again failed to escape 
controversy. In Game 3, the 
Sharks’ 5-4 overtime win left St. 
Louis furious as a replay of the 
game-winning assist showed that 
the Sharks’ Timo Meier used a 
supposedly illegal “hand-pass” to 
get the puck to Erik Karlsson, who 
scored the game-winning goal. 
None of the referees, however, 
saw the play, and allowed the no-
call to stand, giving the Sharks 
the Game 3 win. Later, the NHL 
acknowledged that the no-call 
was an “unfortunate miss.” 
 The Sharks failed to win what 
ended up being a critical Game 
4. After that loss, the Blues took 
advantage of a heavily injured 
Sharks team and won Games 
5 and 6 in blowouts, by scores 
of 5-0 and 5-1. In Game 6, the 
Sharks played without defender 
Erik Karlsson, who scored the 
winning goal in Game 3; forward 
Tomas Hertl, who was injured in 
Game 5; and captain Pavelski. 
Although the Sharks and their 
fans are surely disappointed by 
the loss, the team managed to 
have its best playoff run since 
the 2015-2016 season, when they 
lost to the Pittsburgh Penguins 
in their first Stanley Cup Finals. 
 Meanwhile, the St. Louis 
Blues will head to the Stanley Cup 
finals on the heels of an amazing 
turnaround this season. At the 
beginning of 2019, St. Louis had 
the worst record in the NHL at 15-
18-4. However, after a 30-10-5 
run to end the regular season, and 
three series wins in the playoffs, 
the Blues will face the Boston 
Bruins in the Stanley Cup Final. 
 Sharks fans, meanwhile, 
will have to wait another 
year to see if their team can 
finally win the Stanley Cup. 

On Thursday, May 2, six seniors signed their letters of intent to colleges they will be attending for 
sports. From left to right, the students are: Paige daCosta, Kalea Bortolotto, Gracie Dupuis, Kaylie 
Lawsen, Colleen McCandless and Malini Tia. daCosta will be going to Cornell University for swimming 
while Bortolotto will run cross country and track for Northwestern University. Also running cross 
country and track, Dupuis will be attending Chico State, Lawsen will be attending Biola University, and 
McCandless will run for Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo. Tia will be playing football at Dixie State in Utah.

 Staff photo 

Students sign their letters of intent
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Cars with Character
By Jaxen McLaren
Assistant Editor

Some cars are made great ... others have greatness thrust upon them. You can make the 
car, or the car can make you. Whatever the cause, in the end, there are always cars with 
character, cars like Campus Supervisor David Mantach’s 2006 Mini Cooper.

Favorite and least favorite aspect 
of your car?
“6-speed manual transmission and 
the air conditioning doesn’t work.”
What is the best memory 
regarding your car?
“Driving to the coast on curvy 
roads—Half Moon Bay.”
What is the longest trip you have 
ever taken in the car?
“San Luis Obispo.”
How many miles are on your car?
“85,000.”

Does your car have any 
nicknames?
“Spicy Mini.”
What made you decide to get this 
car?
“My wife got the new Mini.”
Why do you think your car has 
character? 
“Custom built—unique.”
If you could describe your car in 
one word, what would it be?
“Fun.”

Pet of the Month
By Vivien Wenneker
Staff Writer

Senior Caleb Hardesty’s pig, Hamilton kicks back.

Any nicknames for your pet?
“Hammy.”
How much did you pay for 
Hamilton and where did you 
get him?
“No idea and (we got him) from 
a guy at a gas station.”
What made you decide to get 
a pig? 
“My mom is a director at a pre-
school so we raised him and 
then sent him there.”

What’s your pet’s favorite 
food?
“Anything.”
What types of reactions does 
your pet get? 
“Good ones/shocked.”
Best memory regarding your 
pig?
“Him swimming in my pool.”
If you could describe 
Hamilton in one word, what 
would it be?
“Fat.”

Congrats to LYDIA VANCE, 
ALOHA’s DRIVER of the MONTH!!

   Lydia has won a $50 GAS CARD on ALOHA!!
(Contact ALOHA to collect your prize)

Summer is here, ENROLL NOW!
$20.00 OFF(full package)

FULL Package = Taking Classroom Drivers Ed & Behind-the-Wheel @ ALOHA
(One coupon per enrollment exp 12/31/19 DMV #4146)

If you want to pass come to class!
Congratulations Class of 2019,
ALOHA wishes you all the best!

CELEBRATE SOBER or 
DESIGNATE a DRIVER!
On-Line Drivers Ed. available 24/7
Check out our website for more info:

www.alohadrivingschool.com

http://www.alohadrivingschool.com

